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ROGUE IS PROUD TO MAKE A WAVE
LIVE AND DIGITALLY ONCE AGAIN,
THIS YEAR.
THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING NEW
VOICES AND GORGEOUS ARTISTS.

THE 4TH
ANNUAL

R O G U E
T H E A T E R
F E S T I V A L

Extraordinary Hero
EXTRAORDINARY HERO is a new Musical with
an emphasis on music! Building on the classical
“Hero’s Journey” story structure, this ninetyminute musical features some sixty minutes of
original music for singers and full orchestra.
The story is powerfully conveyed in the lyrics
and expressive emotions of the orchestrations.
Our “Hero,” Sara, whose days are filled with
wrestling inner demons, withstanding bullies,
and navigating her way, hears “The Call to
Adventure,” and try as she might, she cannot
resist. Sara is aided on her adventure by Vox,
TheVoice, and Joseph, The Mentor. Sarai s an
ordinary person in the ordinary world forced by
circumstance to face her greatest fears and
confront her most difficult challenges;
something virtually all people must do at some
point in their lives. Audiences will find relevance
in this deeply human story and inspiration in
the music to carry on their own “Hero’s
Journey.”

Written By:
John McDonnell Tierney
John McDonnell Tierney, aka “Jack,” is a composer and
playwright with an Off-Broadway Track-record recently
completing his fourth full-length work for musical
theater in a continuing series: The Humanity’s Child
Musicals. The first, “Humanity’s Child: The Dream,”
premiered Hartford, CT in 2016 to standing ovations. The
second, “Humanity’s Child: A Musical for Today,”
premiered at the 2019 New York Theater Festival where
it was recognized for best musical and best direction,
and then ran for four weeks at the Players Theater OffBroadway. The third musical in the series, “Humanity’s
Child: More Than a Musical,” premiered as an “AudioMusical” in May 2020 and was featured on the
prestigious Atlanta Audio Fringe Festival through May
2021. The fourth musical in the series, “Extraordinary
Hero,” premiered on-line in February 2022. Jack holds
advanced degrees in his field (Bachelor's & Master’s:
UMASS; PhD: UCONN) and has conducted and/or
directed more than two-dozen musicals with School,
College, Community, and Professional companies. He is
also a performer in his own right. Most recently, Jack
has been active as an actor/director with several ZOOMbased collaborations.

CREATIVE TEAM
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Estafania Mera
Sarah, The Hero

CAST

Brittyn Bonham
Vox, The Voice

Michael Green
Joseph, The
Mentor

FOUNDER &
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

Allison Hohman

Allison is the creator of Rogue Theater
Festival and a lover, not a fighter. She
primarily works in stage management
and lighting design in New York City,
but finds herself producing, directing,
acting, and whatever other artistic
pursuits she can manage. She is an
avid traveler and always looking for a
good book to read. Check her out at
allisonleahhohman.com

CREATOR
NOTE
Rogue Theater Festival is proud to be
in their fourth year of bringing new
works to the stage. With every year of
Rogue, we hope to see more artists
find their voice through opportunity
and support. Rogue is committed to
being a stepping stone on the journey
of artistic discovery for people of all
backgrounds and experiences. We are
grateful to have presented these fortyfour new works in a socially distant
and safe way. Learn more about
Rogue at:

roguetheaterfestival.com
SPECIAL THANKS:
The Players Theater
Joe Battista

